We are pleased to invite you to our three open days and the opening of our new handicraft section on December 7, 8 and 9
(Friday - Sunday) from 11 AM to 8 PM in our shop located Chaussée de Waterloo, 417 in 1050 Brussels, Belgium.
Our shop will be exceptionally closed for three days before the event (Tuesday - Thursday).
HOTEI (one of the seven lucky deities (shichifukujin)) - IKO (kimono
stand) - ISHO-DANSU (clothing chest) - JINGASA (samurai hat) JIZAIKAGI (pot hook) - JU-BAKO (special day's lunch set) - KABIN
(vase) - KADAI (bonsai's display table) - KAGAMI (mirror) - KAGO
- Various hand made and unique contemporary porcelain items from (basket) - KAIDAN-DANSU (step chest) - KAKEMONO and KAKEJIKU
all around Japan but mostly from Kyushu.
(scroll) - KANE (bell) - KENZAN (flower-stand) - KIMONO (Japanese
dress) - KO-DANSU (small personal chest) - KOHIKIDASHI (stationary
- Several hand made modern and traditional clothes and handbags
cabinet
) - KOKESHI (kokeshi doll) - KOBAKO (small box) - KOUGO
from various Japanese crafters.
(incense box) - KOURO (incense burner) - KYOZUKUE (altar table
- And other hand made crafted unique items from various Japanese stand) - MANEKINEKO (beckoning cat) - MISU (blind) - MIZUYA-DANSU
artists.
(kitchen chest) - MOKUGYO (wooden gong) - MONOIRE-DANSU (storing
chest) - NINGYO (doll) - OBI (kimono sash) - OBON (tray) - OKE
(bucket) - OKIMONO (ornament) - OMEN (mask) - OWAN (soup cup) OZEN (tray table) - RANMA (above sliding doors ornament) - RIN (rin
bell - singing bowl) - SANPOU (offering plate) - SARA (plate) - SENSU
(fan) - SHAKUHACHI (flute) - SHISHI (lion-dog statue) - SHOKUDAI
(candlestand) - SUITEKI (water dropper) - SUZURI-BAKO (inkstone
box) - TABAKOBON (set for smoking) - TABAKO-IRE (tobacco pouch
and pipe holder) - TAKAZEN (dinner-table) - TANZAKU (small vertical
card for poem) - TEABURI (hand-warmer) - TETSUBIN (kettle) - TO
(door) - TSUITATE (small screen) - TSUKUE (writing desk) - USUBATA
(ikebana vase) - YOROIBITSU (box for armor) - YOROI-NINGYO (doll
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armor) - YUNOMI (tea bowl) - And various other items.
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When arriving from Japan

(LIST OF NAMES NOT INCLUDING QUANTITY)
ANDON (lamp) - BENTO-BAKO (lunch box) - BUTSUGU (buddhist
item) - CHOBA-DANSU (merchant ledger chest) - CHOCHIN (lantern) CHO-DANSU (merchant chest) - DAI (show stand) - FURIN (summer
bell) - GETA-BAKO (shoe chest) - GOBANSETO (go game set) HAKO (box) - HANAIRE (vase) - HANAKAGO (ikebana basket) - HAORI
(man's jacket) - HARI-BAKO (sewing box) - HIBACHI (brazier table) HINANINGYO (girls'day doll) - HON (book) - HON-DANA (book chest)-

After conservation-restoration

IMPORTANT: All the new pieces presented during our open days are NOT on our website yet!
Antique items will be added to our online shop after the open days. Contemporary items will only be added next year.

Bargain sales in our antique section to make
space for the new contemporary section!
From December 2018, we will start selling contemporary handicraft items in our 50m2 shop’s first floor, and thus
all antique items on the first floor are now downstairs in our 150m2 antique section. To make some space, we
decided in October to reduce the price of over 300 antique items both on our website and in our shop.
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